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RIDGE SUNSET BOULEVARD
MULTILEVEL, OFFICE BUILDING

SITE AREA: 20,241 SF (GROSS)
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REFERENCE IMAGES

LEGEND
1. EXISTING STREET TREE WITH BOXWOOD HEDG
2. PARKING METER
3. EXISTING BIKE RACK
4. EXISTING STREET LIGHT
5. EVERGREEN HEDGE
6. RAISED STEEL PLANTER WITH ROSES
7. RETAIL ENTR STEPS
8. BAMBOO HEDGE GARAGE ENTRANCE
9. ENTRY SCREEN WALL
10. RAISED SEPARATION PLANTER
11. EXISTING POWER POLE
12. EXISTING PALM
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THE ARTS CLUB
PLANNING DIVISION SUBMITTAL
GROUND LEVEL LANDSCAPE PLAN

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
POOL TERRACE LANDSCAPE PLAN

LEGEND
① OUTDOOR DINING
② ENTRANCE DINING AREA
③ OLIVE GROVE
④ CHAIR LOUNGE CHAIR
⑤ 10' X 12' CABANA
⑥ OUTDOOR BAR
⑦ ENTRANCE SPECIMEN OLIVE
⑧ POOL SIDE CLUB CHAIR
⑨ GREEN WALL
⑩ HEDGE
⑪ FIRE LOUNGE
⑫ DG COLOR PAVEMENT
⑬ IPE WOOD DECK
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Gensler